
Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 

33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to 

InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD 

women! 

Greg wants to influence 1 Million SWF's into becoming 

Futuristic MD women! 

inventsomething@live.com

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos

850 pages moved to this web link 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

7-23-14 Anti-Tank Heat-Seeking Missile Detector Used to Spot 

Early Malaria in Single Red Blood Cells, the synchrotron 

light source and detectors used in the experiment, to Spot 

Early Malaria in Single Red Blood Cells cost $777 Trillion it 

and takes MIT people off "War Toys." 

7-23-14 Bill Clinton says STD-HPV-AIDS-free generation 

'within reach' 

7-23-14 Bill Clinton says GASOLINE-free generation 'within 

reach' 

7-23-14 Bill Clinton says Breast Cancer-free generation 

'within reach' 

7-23-14 Only if 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat enlist everyone at the 

Anti-Tank Heat-Seeking Missile Detector Research Lab. Used 

to Spot Early Malaria in Single Red Blood Cells, the 

Wednesday, July 23, 2014 6:38 PM
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to Spot Early Malaria in Single Red Blood Cells, the 

synchrotron light source and detectors. iApps for these Missile 

Detectors will declare War on getting another $777 Trillion, 

grin. 

7-23-14 Bill Clinton says 19K SWF's will be murdered in 2015, 

2016... by a drunk man and Hillary will never mention this 

on the Today Show! MORRISTOWN, N.J. (AP) - A New Jersey 

man has been convicted of fatally stabbing his ex-wife 84 

times and covering her face with a pig mask. yale Law says 

No you can't sue Coors! 

7-23-14 Bill Clinton; deceitful murderous lier! 19K Bill + 

Hillary killed 10 million via $4 gas! 

7-23-14 Israel may have committed war crimes during Gaza 

offensive, UN says... UN Says $4 Gas = $777 Trillion... so it 

goes! 

7-23-14 Pro-Palestinian demonstrators hold a banner and 

shout slogans, in Paris, France, Wednesday, July 23, 2014 

during a demonstration to protest against the Israeli army's 

shelling in the Gaza strip 

7-23-14 Key West Demonstrators protest against the 

construction of the 27 Story Yale Key West Medical School 

built on an Eiffel tower base... 

7-23-14 UPDATE EU says could halt technology for Russia to 

develop Arctic oil and gas. European Commission preparing 

list of measures against Russia. Novatek's Arctic Yamal LNG 

project relies on international expertise. 

7-23-14 Expertise to manfacture 1 Trillion cans of H @ -254 C 

without any going off... is best done and only done by 

"Rocket Scientists. 
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7-23-14 Every Shuttle launch the H fuel was @ -254 C 

7-23-14 iApps get the Gravity Engine + WiFi Satellites in low 

Earth orbit bankrupting Verizon + Comcast! 

7-23-14 xfinity internet run like the Dept of Education or 

super help you invent AC over DC Patent Office! 

7-23-14 Bill + Hillary, The novel ends with Jake and Brett in 

a taxi speaking of the things that might have been... 1980 to 

2014 

7-23-14 Bill + Melinda Gates The novel ends with Jake and 

Brett in a taxi speaking of the things that might have been... 

1980 to 2014 

7-23-14 Bill Clinton says Students are Struggling To Pay Off 

Their Student Loan Debt Today, but not in Saudi Arabia, 

their students at Yale + Harvard get more than West Point 

Cadets! No lie! 

7-23-14 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Obama's DOT proposes 

tougher oil-train safety rules... USA TODAY - Spurred by a 

boom in oil-carrying trains and several recent tragic 

accidents, the Obama administration proposed stricter rules 

Wednesday for rail cars that transport flammable fuels, 

including ethanol. 

7-23-14 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat "Train Wrecks" iApps for oil-

carrying trains in 2014 is a "War Crime" war over greed of 

$777 Trillion spread to Canada. Stupid Criminals! 

7-23-14 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat oil-carrying trains and 

several recent tragic accidents. Tragic Gas Station Hold Ups 

in 2014 and you can say in our 1984 II Era gas station hold 

up with women getting sucker punched and killed is endless 
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up with women getting sucker punched and killed is endless 

times "Tragic" Criminal goings on... buying and selling oil 

and then OJ holds 1,001 gas stations every day. I Searched 

Google and they are not going to tell if 1,001 guess is good. 

Google said all this is "Classified. Wow! 

7-23-14 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat in the new futuristic Novel... 

written not at the NY Times but the Hemingway House 

writing classes... soon! "The Sun Also Rises II" New York Times-

by Pam Belluck didn't write No One fuels the call to reinvent 

the morcellator to "Observe" the undiagnosed tumors! Wow... 

would some MD rewrite this for the NY Times? 

7-23-14 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat in the new futuristic Novel... 

Pam Belluck + Anne Barnard at the NY Times writes... 

"Questions About Tactics and Targets as Civilian Toll Climbs 

in Israeli... not the 800th Fiery Cop Car Crash!! 

7-23-14 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat in the new futuristic 

Novel...Anne Barnard at the NY Times writes... Yale Key West 

Med School would have been built in Gaza and 1,001 other 

Cities at the End of a Hemingway Futuristic Novel. 

7-23-14 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat in the new futuristic Novel... 

7-23-14 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat in the new futuristic Novel... 

7-23-14 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat in the new futuristic Novel... 

7-23-14 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat in the new futuristic Novel... 

7-23-14 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat in the new futuristic Novel... 

iApps for Yale Key West Med Students! iApp will reinvent the 

morcellator is a surgical instrument. 
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iApps for Yale Key West Med Students! Elite MD's Teaching 

without getting a Apple Paten on the Rx Overnight Miracle 

Cures! A morcellator is a surgical instrument used for 

division ("morcellation") and removal of large masses of 

tissues during laparoscopic surgery.[1] It can consist of a 

hollow cylinder that penetrates the abdominal wall, ending 

with sharp edges[1] or cutting jaws, through which a grasper 

can be inserted to pull the mass into the cylinder to cut out 

an extractable piece. 
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7-23-14 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat in the new futuristic Novel 

written not at the NY Times but the Hemingway House 

writing classes... soon! "The Sun Also Rises II" 

7-23-14 New York Times-by Pam Belluck wrote... fuels calls to 

limit or eliminate the procedure. WHY did Pam leave out 

reinvent the morcellator so it will not sliced into tumors... 

more common than many experts had previously thought, a 

conclusion that is likely to fuel calls to limit or eliminate the 

procedure. When the morcellator sliced into tumors they and 

their doctors did not know existed (Why?) and spread 

cancer cells through the abdomen. this fuels calls to limit or 

eliminate the procedure, New York Times-by Pam Belluck 

didn't write No One fuels the call to reinvent the morcellator 

to "Observe" the undiagnosed tumors! Wow... would some MD 

rewrite this for the NY Times? 

7-23-14 New York Times 

From 

7-23-14 Anti-Tank Heat-Seeking Missile Detector Used to Spot 

Early Malaria in Single Red Blood Cells 

7-23-14 Anti-Tank Heat-Seeking Missile Detector Used to Spot 

Early Malaria in Single Red Blood Cells, the synchrotron 

light source and detectors used in the experiment, to Spot 

Early Malaria in Single Red Blood Cells cost $777 Trillion 

and take MIT people off "War Toys." 

7-23-14 The Javelin anti-tank missile system is a killer 

weapon that seeks out and destroys armored vehicles, but it 

has now been successfully used to hone in on the malaria 

parasite. The system uses a Focal Plane Array (FPA), a heat 

seeking Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy 

detector that was specifically developed to target tanks. By 
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detector that was specifically developed to target tanks. By 

combining this device with a synchrotron light source and 

an infrared microscope, Australian researchers from Monash 

University and University of Melbourne have been able to 

spot malaria in a single red blood cell even during the 

parasite’s early stages of development. 

7-23-14 The test looks for light signatures of lipids that are 

correlated to the different stages of malaria present within a 

cell. The test takes only four minutes to perform and doesn’t 

require a specialist to interpret the results, but don’t expect 

to see repurposed Javelins in your clinic any time soon: the 

synchrotron light source and detectors used in the 

experiment are not cheap. 

7-22-14 800th Fiery Cop Car Crash and Anne Barnard at the 

NY Times writes... "Questions About Tactics and Targets as 

Civilian Toll Climbs in Israeli..." 

7-22-14 Yale Key West Med School would have been built in 

Gaza and 1,001 other Cities at the End of a Hemingway 

Futuristic Novel. 

7-22-14 800th Fiery Cop Car Crash and Anne Barnard at the 

NY Times writes... "Questions About Tactics and Targets as 

Civilian Toll Climbs in Israeli..." Yale Key West Med School 

would have been built in Gaza at the End of a Hemingway 

Futuristic Novel. 

7-22-14 "The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with Jake and 

Brett in a taxi speaking of the things that might have been... 

1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you started! 1,001 

Invention Projects with links to get you started! iapps for 

Inventing! 

7-22-14 Medulloblastoma is a highly malignant primary 

brain tumor that originates in the cerebellum... "Questions 

About Tactics and Targets as Civilian Toll Climbs in 

Israeli..." Yale Key West Med School would have been built in 

Gaza at the End of a Hemingway Futuristic Novel. 

7-22-14 Papas' 34th annual 'Running of the Bulls' A Saint in 

245 AD was tied to the Bulls and Dr aged to death... Gregs 

Question about the tactics is who though to do this to the 

Saint in 245 AD and Why? 
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Saint in 245 AD and Why? 

7-22-14 What causes schizophrenia has long baffled 

scientists... what causes Israeli troops in USA Tanks to kill 

women + children in Gaza on Purpose? 

7-22-14 "Sun iApp Also Rises" Greg gave Mary B. a Purple 

Heart for getting sucker punched at the Gas Station Hold up 

in Miami... 

7-22-14 "Sun iApp Also Rises" "Gas Stations" selling $4 gas on 

7-22-14... many "Unknown Women" will be sucker punched by 

OJ holding up the gas station. 

7-22-14 "Sun iApp Also Rises" "Unknown Women" sucker 

punched... By ANNE BARNARD NY Times. 

7-22-14 "Sun iApp Also Rises" "Questions About Tactics and 

Targets as Civilian Toll Climbs in Israeli..." By ANNE 

BARNARD NY Times. 

7-22-14 "Sun iApp Also Rises" "Out Of Africa" she got syphilis 

on her wedding night... LONDON — Parents in Britain who 

subject their daughters to genital mutilation will be 

prosecuted, Prime Minister David Cameron announced 

Tuesday, a day after new research showed that the number 

of victims of the practice here is about twice as high as 

previously believed. 

7-22-14 "Sun iApp Also Rises" Prime Minister David Cameron 

knows who the Pedophiles in his inner circle are but will 

never protect these young girls. Coup by MD Women in 

London is the only hope these girls have. Hell the CIA has all 

this on YouTube Videos in our 1984 II Era + how many girls 

women in London are given syphilis, STD, HIV by David 

Cameron's inner circle? Lots... at the ending of this Novel MD 

women will write... 7-22-14 $4 gas $777 Trillion in Oil 

Revenues and NY Times Anne Barnard has Questions About 

Tactics and Targets as Civilian Toll Climbs in Fiery LA, Paris, 

Rome, London, Moscow car crashes. 

7-22-14 "Sun iApp Also Rises" 

800th Fiery Cop Car Crash and Anne Barnard at the NY 

Times writes... "Questions About Tactics and Targets as 

Civilian Toll Climbs in Israeli..." Yale Key West Med School 
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Civilian Toll Climbs in Israeli..." Yale Key West Med School 

would have been built in Gaza at the End of a Hemingway 

Futuristic Novel. 

7-22-14 "Sun iApp Also Rises" When Saint Jude Childrens 

Cancer Hospital in the USA has all the children going 

through Pentagon torture of Cancer... I mean the CIA gave 

these kids at Saint Jude cancer as Torture. 

7-22-14 "Sun iApp Also Rises" "Questions About Tactics and 

Targets as Civilian Toll Climbs in Israeli..." By ANNE 

BARNARD NY Times. 

7-22-14 "Sun iApp Also Rises" 

7-22-14 "Sun iApp Also Rises" "The Sun Also Rises II" Jake and 

Brett speak, brainstorm of futuristic things, like the Gravity 

Engine + WiFi Satellites in low Earth orbit bankrupting 

Verizon + Comcast! 

7-21-14 "The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with Jake and 

Brett in a taxi speaking of the things that might have been... 

1980 to 2014 Models of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort with 

1980 Futuristic iapps perfect today! 

7-21-14 "Yale scientist to direct new Boston cancer center" 

7-21-14 The Cancer Center at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical 

Center in Boston! 

7-21-14 "The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with Jake and 

Brett in a taxi speaking of the things that might have been... 

1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you started! 1,001 

Invention Projects with links to get you started! iapps for 

Inventing! 
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7-21-14 "The Sun Also Rises II" This Futuristic novel ends with 

Jake and Brett at Apple HQ in class for iapps 101 as The Oil 

Free University + Universe Star Travels requires iapps 101 

through 484 to get your University degree which is paid for 

under the New GI Bill for the governments war crime of $4 

gas Holocaust II and Pays you double what West Point 

students are paid... double what West Point Pays... TOP GUN 

Warp Speed Shuttle Commander is not the New Fighter Jet 

Pilot in Key West!! it's no longer classified, classes at the Yale 

Key West Medical School write novels! "The Sun Also Rises II" 
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Key West Medical School write novels! "The Sun Also Rises II" 

begins with Jake and Brett at Hemingway HS in Key West 

addressing the HS students as to how much "Pay" or 

allowance the will get under Mandatory University Degree 

Era. West Point "Pay" was ok with all 100% of HS students 

going to the Free University under the GI Bill. GI Government 

Issues have rocketed since the NASA coup. NASA sank 100's of 

JFK Super Carriers as the cost of Jet Fighters and "Top Gun" 

war games and war crimes is not what these HS students will 

ever have to waste so many man hours on. "The Sun Also 

Rises II" Jake and Brett speak, brainstorm of futuristic 

things, like the Gravity Engine + WiFi Satellites in low Earth 

orbit bankrupting Verizon + Comcast! 

7-21-14 "Yale scientist to direct new Boston cancer center" 

7-21-14 The Cancer Center at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical 

Center in Boston! 

7-21-14 Gregs best revenge for the George Orwell II Top Brass 

Pedophiles who have Syphilis on the brain will be getting the 

Over Night Miracle Godsent Cure for Breast Cancer in 2014 

by Christmas Day with 4 MD Wives by Brainstorming 24/7. 

7-21-14 Gregs best revenge for the George Orwell II Top Brass 

Pedophiles who have Syphilis on the brain will be getting the 

Over Night Miracle Godsent Cure for Breast Cancer in 2014 

by Christmas Day with 4 MD Wives by Brainstorming 24/7. 

7-21-14 On July 1, Frank Slack, a professor of molecular, 

cellular, and developmental biology, became director of the 

Institute for RNA Medicine (iRM) at The Cancer Center at 

Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in Boston. Slack and 

his students will move from Yale to iRM, which will aim to 

create new medications and diagnostic tools by studying 

non-coding RNA. 

7-21-14 "The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with Jake and 

Brett in a taxi speaking of the things that might have been... 

7-21-14 Yale Key West Medical School should be built today 

on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 

7-21-14 "The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with Jake and 

Brett in a taxi speaking of the things that might have been... 
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Brett in a taxi speaking of the things that might have been... 

7-21-14 Sheesh, Yale Key West Medical School should be built 

today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! Greg flew into Key West 

with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 

3-4-2011. 

7-21-14 ElectricWindmillFord Escort 1980 Model... The novel 

ends with Jake and Brett in a taxi speaking of the things 

that might have been... 

7-21-14 "The Sun Also Rises." Being licensed MD and likable 

doesn't necessarily mean a doctor is up to date on best 

DIAGNOSIS... Yale + Harvard bullied by Kennedy etc passed 

OJ MD's when they really failed Medical School... this is sick 

even for a "1984 II" Society! 

7-21-14 $4 gasoline, gasoline 4 cents a gallon after 1980 

invention of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort... The novel 

ends with Jake and Brett in a taxi speaking of the things 

that might have been... 

7-21-14 "Gravity Engine" Discovery of how Gravity is 

generated... The novel ends with Jake and Brett in a taxi 

speaking of the things that might have been... 

7-21-14 9-11 Parade of ElectricWindmillFord Escorts, 

escorting "Free University Education" and mandatory for all 

HS grads... The novel ends with Jake and Brett in a taxi 

speaking of the things that might have been... 

7-21-14 Pamplona bull run in was depicted famously by 

Hemingway in "Death in the Afternoon" and "The Sun Also 

Rises." The novel ends with Jake and Brett in a taxi speaking 

of the things that might have been.. 

7-21-14 The novel ends with Jake and Brett in a taxi 

speaking of the things that might have been... Hemingway 

Writing Classes at the Hemingway House in Key West. 

Futuristic InventSomething in every chapter. 

7-21-14 4 MD women marry Earnest to "Inspire" a second 

Nobel, the 1st legal Polygamous marriage in Key West. The 

novel ends with Jake and Brett in a taxi speaking of the 

things that might have been... Hemingway alive and well in 

Key West on his 115th birthday! 
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Key West on his 115th birthday! 

7-21-14 "The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with Jake and 

Brett in a taxi speaking of the things that might have been... 

7-21-14 "The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with Jake and 

Brett in a taxi speaking of the things that might have been... 

He was martyred significantly by being tied to a bull by his 

feet and dragged to his death... 

7-21-14 Mayo Clinic Shocking Hemingways Brain in a new 

book by Dr. Katrina "Shock Treatment" "The Sun Also Rises." 

The novel ends with Jake and Brett in a taxi speaking of the 

things that might have been... 

7-21-14 Gregs best revenge for the George Orwell II Top Brass 

Pedophiles who have Syphilis on the brain will be getting the 

Over Night Miracle Godsent Cure for Breast Cancer in 2014 

by Christmas Day with 4 MD Wives by Brainstorming 24/7. 

7-21-14 On July 1, Frank Slack, a professor of molecular, 

cellular, and developmental biology, became director of the 

Institute for RNA Medicine (iRM) at The Cancer Center at 

Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in Boston. Slack and 

his students will move from Yale to iRM, which will aim to 

create new medications and diagnostic tools by studying 

non-coding RNA. 

7-21-14 "The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with Jake and 

Brett in a taxi speaking of the things that might have been... 

"The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with Jake and Brett in a 

taxi speaking of the things that might have been... "Yale 

scientist to direct new Boston cancer center" 

7-21-14 Gregs best revenge for the George Orwell II Top Brass 

Pedophiles who have Syphilis on the brain will be getting the 

Over Night Miracle Godsent Cure for Breast Cancer in 2014 

by Christmas Day with 4 MD Wives by Brainstorming 24/7. 

7-21-14 On July 1, Frank Slack, a professor of molecular, 

cellular, and developmental biology, became director of the 

Institute for RNA Medicine (iRM) at The Cancer Center at 

Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in Boston. Slack and 

his students will move from Yale to iRM, which will aim to 

create new medications and diagnostic tools by studying 

non-coding RNA. 
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non-coding RNA. 

7-21-14 "The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with Jake and 

Brett in a taxi speaking of the things that might have been... 

Until recently, almost all genetics research has focused on 

about two percent of the human genome, the portion 

responsible for directly creating proteins. Now, a Yale 

researcher will direct a new center studying how the 

remaining 98 percent can be leveraged to develop new 

cancer treatments. On July 1, Frank Slack, a professor of 

molecular, cellular, and developmental biology, became 

director of the Institute for RNA Medicine (iRM) at The 

Cancer Center at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in 

Boston. Slack and his students will move from Yale to iRM, 

which will aim to create new medications and diagnostic 

tools by studying non-coding RNA. “If you can have people 

with many different areas of expertise in the same proximity, 

people have joint meetings, write for joint grants, and just 

sort of generally push the science forward in a more 

expedited way,” Slack said. The new lab will start with three 

principle investigators, and Slack said he hopes to hire 

about one more researcher per year over the next decade, in 

addition to raising funds and establishing ties with the 

pharmaceutical industry. Though Slack has left Yale and is 

now a professor at Harvard Medical School, he said research 

partnerships with colleagues at Yale will continue. RNA was 

long thought of as a biological intermediate: DNA codes for 

RNA, and RNA carries that code to make proteins in the 

body. Research has shown only a small portion of the 

genome serves this process, with a significant portion coding 

for RNA that does not eventually lead to protein formation. 

Recent study has revealed diverse functions for such non-

coding RNA, such as guiding proteins, regulating their 

expression, and otherwise shaping biological function. Since 

most pharmacological agents work by targeting proteins, 

Slack said these functional RNA could represent a new 

frontier both for cancer research and other biomedical 

fields. “With some luck, if the trends continue, this sort of 

research looks like it will be leading to new therapeutics and 

diagnostics,” Slack said. Slack joined the Yale faculty in 

2000. 

7-21-14 Gregs best revenge for the George Orwell II Top Brass 

Pedophiles who have Syphilis on the brain will be getting the 
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Pedophiles who have Syphilis on the brain will be getting the 

Over Night Miracle Godsent Cure for Breast Cancer in 2014 

by Christmas Day with 4 MD Wives by Brainstorming 24/7. 

7-21-14 On July 1, Frank Slack, a professor of molecular, 

cellular, and developmental biology, became director of the 

Institute for RNA Medicine (iRM) at The Cancer Center at 

Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in Boston. Slack and 

his students will move from Yale to iRM, which will aim to 

create new medications and diagnostic tools by studying 

non-coding RNA. 

7-21-14 "The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with Jake and 

Brett in a taxi speaking of the things that might have been... 

The most famous running of the bulls is that of the eight-day 

festival of Sanfermines in honor of Saint Fermin in 

Pamplona. Saturninus (in France "Saint Saturnin") was the 

first bishop of Toulouse, where he was sent during the 

"consulate of Decius and Gratus" (AD 250). He was martyred 

significantly by being tied to a bull by his feet and dragged 

to his death... This festival was brought to literary renown 

with the 1926 publication of Ernest Hemingway's novel The 

Sun Also Rises. The novel is a roman à clef; the characters 

are based on real people of Hemingway's circle, and the 

action is based on real events. In the novel, Hemingway 

presents his notion that the "Lost Generation", considered to 

have been decadent, dissolute and irretrievably damaged by 

World War I. The novel ends with Jake and Brett in a taxi 

speaking of the things that might have been. 

7-21-14 Gregs best revenge for the George Orwell II Top Brass 

Pedophiles who have Syphilis on the brain will be getting the 

Over Night Miracle Godsent Cure for Breast Cancer in 2014 

by Christmas Day with 4 MD Wives by Brainstorming 24/7. 

7-21-14 On July 1, Frank Slack, a professor of molecular, 

cellular, and developmental biology, became director of the 

Institute for RNA Medicine (iRM) at The Cancer Center at 

Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in Boston. Slack and 

his students will move from Yale to iRM, which will aim to 

create new medications and diagnostic tools by studying 

non-coding RNA. 

7-21-14 "The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with Jake and 

Brett in a taxi speaking of the things that might have been... 
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Brett in a taxi speaking of the things that might have been... 

The "Running of the Bulls" was just one of the many events of 

the The novel ends with Jake and Brett in a taxi speaking of 

the things that might have been.. Hemingway Days 

celebration, including the celebration of Hemingway's 115th 

birthday 

7-21-14 Gregs best revenge for the George Orwell II Top Brass 

Pedophiles who have Syphilis on the brain will be getting the 

Over Night Miracle Godsent Cure for Breast Cancer in 2014 

by Christmas Day with 4 MD Wives by Brainstorming 24/7. 

7-21-14 On July 1, Frank Slack, a professor of molecular, 

cellular, and developmental biology, became director of the 

Institute for RNA Medicine (iRM) at The Cancer Center at 

Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in Boston. Slack and 

his students will move from Yale to iRM, which will aim to 

create new medications and diagnostic tools by studying 

non-coding RNA. 

7-21-14 "The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with Jake and 

Brett in a taxi speaking of the things that might have been... 

7-21-14 "The Sun Also Rises." Being licensed and likable 

doesn't necessarily mean a doctor is up to date on best 

practices, but consumers aren't sure how to uncover much 

more, according to a new poll that found that just 22 

percent are confident they can 

7-21-14 "The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with Jake and 

Brett in a taxi speaking of the things that might have been... 

1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you started! 
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7-21-14 "Yale scientist to direct new Boston cancer center" 

7-21-14 The Cancer Center at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical 

Center in Boston! 

7-21-14 Gregs best revenge for the George Orwell II Top Brass 

Pedophiles who have Syphilis on the brain will be getting the 

Over Night Miracle Godsent Cure for Breast Cancer in 2014 

by Christmas Day with 4 MD Wives by Brainstorming 24/7. 

7-21-14 iApps for the Satellite in Low Earth Orbit + to "Invent 

it! To bankrupt Verizon as they can't invent a way for FiOS to 
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it! To bankrupt Verizon as they can't invent a way for FiOS to 

cover the Earth. DC current + AC current We Know Greg + 

Wives will get this Satellite invention! Grin Revenge will be 

getting the Rx Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer and a 

Satellite in Low Earth orbit to cover every inch of the Earth 

24/7 like Greg must Brainstorm looking for the serendipity! 

"The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with Jake and Brett in a 

taxi speaking of thethings that might have been... Verizon 

FiOS services. 

7-21-14 On July 1, Frank Slack, a professor of molecular, 

cellular, and developmental biology, became director of the 

Institute for RNA Medicine (iRM) at The Cancer Center at 

Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in Boston. Slack and 

his students will move from Yale to iRM, which will aim to 

create new medications and diagnostic tools by studying 

non-coding RNA. 

7-21-14 "The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with Jake and 

Brett in a taxi speaking of the things that might have been... 

7-21-14 Yale Key West Medical School should be built today 

on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 

7-21-14 "The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with Jake and 

Brett in a taxi speaking of the things that might have been... 

7-21-14 Sheesh, Yale Key West Medical School should be built 

today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! Greg flew into Key West 

with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 

3-4-2011. 

7-21-14 ElectricWindmillFord Escort 1980 Model... The novel 

ends with Jake and Brett in a taxi speaking of the things 

that might have been... 

7-21-14 "The Sun Also Rises." Being licensed MD and likable 

doesn't necessarily mean a doctor is up to date on best 

DIAGNOSIS... Yale + Harvard bullied by Kennedy etc passed 

OJ MD's when they really failed Medical School... this is sick 

even for a "1984 II" Society! 

7-21-14 $4 gasoline, gasoline 4 cents a gallon after 1980 

invention of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort... The novel 

ends with Jake and Brett in a taxi speaking of the things 

that might have been... 
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that might have been... 

7-21-14 "Gravity Engine" Discovery of how Gravity is 

generated... The novel ends with Jake and Brett in a taxi 

speaking of the things that might have been... 

7-21-14 9-11 Parade of ElectricWindmillFord Escorts, 

escorting "Free University Education" and mandatory for all 

HS grads... The novel ends with Jake and Brett in a taxi 

speaking of the things that might have been... 

7-21-14 Pamplona bull run in was depicted famously by 

Hemingway in "Death in the Afternoon" and "The Sun Also 

Rises." The novel ends with Jake and Brett in a taxi speaking 

of the things that might have been.. 

7-21-14 The novel ends with Jake and Brett in a taxi 

speaking of the things that might have been... Hemingway 

Writing Classes at the Hemingway House in Key West. 

Futuristic InventSomething in every chapter. 

7-21-14 4 MD women marry Earnest to "Inspire" a second 

Nobel, the 1st legal Polygamous marriage in Key West. The 

novel ends with Jake and Brett in a taxi speaking of the 

things that might have been... Hemingway alive and well in 

Key West on his 115th birthday! 

7-21-14 "The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with Jake and 

Brett in a taxi speaking of the things that might have been... 

7-21-14 "The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with Jake and 

Brett in a taxi speaking of the things that might have been... 

He was martyred significantly by being tied to a bull by his 

feet and dragged to his death... 

7-21-14 Mayo Clinic Shocking Hemingways Brain in a new 

book by Dr. Katrina "Shock Treatment" "The Sun Also Rises." 

The novel ends with Jake and Brett in a taxi speaking of the 

things that might have been... 

7-21-14 Gregs best revenge for the George Orwell II Top Brass 

Pedophiles who have Syphilis on the brain will be getting the 

Over Night Miracle Godsent Cure for Breast Cancer in 2014 

by Christmas Day with 4 MD Wives by Brainstorming 24/7. 

7-21-14 On July 1, Frank Slack, a professor of molecular, 
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7-21-14 On July 1, Frank Slack, a professor of molecular, 

cellular, and developmental biology, became director of the 

Institute for RNA Medicine (iRM) at The Cancer Center at 

Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in Boston. Slack and 

his students will move from Yale to iRM, which will aim to 

create new medications and diagnostic tools by studying 

non-coding RNA. 

7-21-14 "The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with Jake and 

Brett in a taxi speaking of the things that might have been... 

"The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with Jake and Brett in a 

taxi speaking of the things that might have been... "Yale 

scientist to direct new Boston cancer center" 

7-21-14 Gregs best revenge for the George Orwell II Top Brass 

Pedophiles who have Syphilis on the brain will be getting the 

Over Night Miracle Godsent Cure for Breast Cancer in 2014 

by Christmas Day with 4 MD Wives by Brainstorming 24/7. 

7-21-14 On July 1, Frank Slack, a professor of molecular, 

cellular, and developmental biology, became director of the 

Institute for RNA Medicine (iRM) at The Cancer Center at 

Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in Boston. Slack and 

his students will move from Yale to iRM, which will aim to 

create new medications and diagnostic tools by studying 

non-coding RNA. 

7-21-14 "The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with Jake and 

Brett in a taxi speaking of the things that might have been... 

Until recently, almost all genetics research has focused on 

about two percent of the human genome, the portion 

responsible for directly creating proteins. Now, a Yale 

researcher will direct a new center studying how the 

remaining 98 percent can be leveraged to develop new 

cancer treatments. On July 1, Frank Slack, a professor of 

molecular, cellular, and developmental biology, became 

director of the Institute for RNA Medicine (iRM) at The 

Cancer Center at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in 

Boston. Slack and his students will move from Yale to iRM, 

which will aim to create new medications and diagnostic 

tools by studying non-coding RNA. “If you can have people 

with many different areas of expertise in the same proximity, 

people have joint meetings, write for joint grants, and just 

sort of generally push the science forward in a more 

expedited way,” Slack said. The new lab will start with three 
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expedited way,” Slack said. The new lab will start with three 

principle investigators, and Slack said he hopes to hire 

about one more researcher per year over the next decade, in 

addition to raising funds and establishing ties with the 

pharmaceutical industry. Though Slack has left Yale and is 

now a professor at Harvard Medical School, he said research 

partnerships with colleagues at Yale will continue. RNA was 

long thought of as a biological intermediate: DNA codes for 

RNA, and RNA carries that code to make proteins in the 

body. Research has shown only a small portion of the 

genome serves this process, with a significant portion coding 

for RNA that does not eventually lead to protein formation. 

Recent study has revealed diverse functions for such non-

coding RNA, such as guiding proteins, regulating their 

expression, and otherwise shaping biological function. Since 

most pharmacological agents work by targeting proteins, 

Slack said these functional RNA could represent a new 

frontier both for cancer research and other biomedical 

fields. “With some luck, if the trends continue, this sort of 

research looks like it will be leading to new therapeutics and 

diagnostics,” Slack said. Slack joined the Yale faculty in 

2000. 

7-21-14 Gregs best revenge for the George Orwell II Top Brass 

Pedophiles who have Syphilis on the brain will be getting the 

Over Night Miracle Godsent Cure for Breast Cancer in 2014 

by Christmas Day with 4 MD Wives by Brainstorming 24/7. 

7-21-14 On July 1, Frank Slack, a professor of molecular, 

cellular, and developmental biology, became director of the 

Institute for RNA Medicine (iRM) at The Cancer Center at 

Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in Boston. Slack and 

his students will move from Yale to iRM, which will aim to 

create new medications and diagnostic tools by studying 

non-coding RNA. 

7-21-14 "The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with Jake and 

Brett in a taxi speaking of the things that might have been... 

The most famous running of the bulls is that of the eight-day 

festival of Sanfermines in honor of Saint Fermin in 

Pamplona. Saturninus (in France "Saint Saturnin") was the 

first bishop of Toulouse, where he was sent during the 

"consulate of Decius and Gratus" (AD 250). He was martyred 

significantly by being tied to a bull by his feet and dragged 
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significantly by being tied to a bull by his feet and dragged 

to his death... This festival was brought to literary renown 

with the 1926 publication of Ernest Hemingway's novel The 

Sun Also Rises. The novel is a roman à clef; the characters 

are based on real people of Hemingway's circle, and the 

action is based on real events. In the novel, Hemingway 

presents his notion that the "Lost Generation", considered to 

have been decadent, dissolute and irretrievably damaged by 

World War I. The novel ends with Jake and Brett in a taxi 

speaking of the things that might have been. 

7-21-14 Gregs best revenge for the George Orwell II Top Brass 

Pedophiles who have Syphilis on the brain will be getting the 

Over Night Miracle Godsent Cure for Breast Cancer in 2014 

by Christmas Day with 4 MD Wives by Brainstorming 24/7. 

7-21-14 On July 1, Frank Slack, a professor of molecular, 

cellular, and developmental biology, became director of the 

Institute for RNA Medicine (iRM) at The Cancer Center at 

Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in Boston. Slack and 

his students will move from Yale to iRM, which will aim to 

create new medications and diagnostic tools by studying 

non-coding RNA. 

7-21-14 "The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with Jake and 

Brett in a taxi speaking of the things that might have been... 

The "Running of the Bulls" was just one of the many events of 

the The novel ends with Jake and Brett in a taxi speaking of 

the things that might have been.. Hemingway Days 

celebration, including the celebration of Hemingway's 115th 

birthday 

7-21-14 Gregs best revenge for the George Orwell II Top Brass 

Pedophiles who have Syphilis on the brain will be getting the 

Over Night Miracle Godsent Cure for Breast Cancer in 2014 

by Christmas Day with 4 MD Wives by Brainstorming 24/7. 

7-21-14 On July 1, Frank Slack, a professor of molecular, 

cellular, and developmental biology, became director of the 

Institute for RNA Medicine (iRM) at The Cancer Center at 

Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in Boston. Slack and 

his students will move from Yale to iRM, which will aim to 

create new medications and diagnostic tools by studying 

non-coding RNA. 
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7-21-14 "The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with Jake and 

Brett in a taxi speaking of the things that might have been... 

7-21-14 "The Sun Also Rises." Being licensed and likable 

doesn't necessarily mean a doctor is up to date on best 

practices, but consumers aren't sure how to uncover much 

more, according to a new poll that found that just 22 

percent are confident they can 

7-21-14 Satellites in Low Earth Orbit iApp to replace Verizon 

FiOS to cover every INCH OF The Earth! "The Sun Also Rises." 

The novel ends with Jake and Brett in a taxi speaking of the 

things that might have been... 

7-21-14 iApps for the Satellite in Low Earth Orbit + to "Invent 

it! To bankrupt Verizon as they can't invent a way for FiOS to 

cover the Earth. DC current + AC current We Know Greg + 

Wives will get this Satellite invention! Grin Revenge will be 

getting the Rx Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer and a 

Satellite in Low Earth orbit to cover every inch of the Earth 

24/7 like Greg must Brainstorm looking for the serendipity! 

"The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with Jake and Brett in a 

taxi speaking of thethings that might have been... Verizon 

FiOS services are delivered over a fiber-to-the-premises 

network using passive optical network technology. Voice, 

video, and data travel over three wavelengths in the 

infrared spectrum. To serve a home, a single-mode optical 

fiber extends from an optical line terminal at a FiOS central 

office out to the neighborhoods where a passive optical 

splitter fans out the same signal on up to 32 fibers, thus 

serving up to 32 subscribers. At the subscriber's home, an 

Optical Network Terminal (ONT) transfers data onto the 

corresponding in-home copper wiring for phone, video and 

Internet access.[18] Older FiOS installations mount the ONT 

inside the house and use Category 5 cable for data and 

coaxial cable for video, while newer markets mount the ONT 

outside the house and use Multimedia over Coax Alliance 

(MoCA) protocol for both data and video over a single 

coaxial cable. Voice service is carried over the existing 

telephone wires already in the house. One of the three 

wavelength bands is devoted to carrying television channels 

using standard QAM cable television technology. The other 

two wavelengths are devoted to all other data, one for 

outbound and the other for inbound data. This includes 
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outbound and the other for inbound data. This includes 

video on demand, telephone and Internet data. This 

allocation of wavelengths adheres to the ITU-T G.983 

standard, also known as an ATM passive optical network 

(APON). Verizon initially installed slower BPONs but now 

only installs GPONs specified in the ITU-T G.984 standard. 

These bands and speeds are: 1310 nm wavelength for 

upstream data at 155 Mbit/s (1.2 Gbit/s with GPON) 1490 nm 

wavelength for downstream data at 622 Mbit/s (2.4 Gbit/s 

with GPON) 1550 nm wavelength for QAM cable television 

with 870 MHz of bandwidth The set top box (STB) receives IR 

code and channel subscription information through the 

out-of-band (OOB) channel just as other coax or RF-based 

STB's do. However, guide data, cover art, widgets and other 

data are sent via IP over the data channels. All upstream 

OOB requests (or responses) are sent via IP over the data 

channels. All non-OOB data transactions to or from STB's 

are carried over the MoCA channels. The MoCA channel is 

also used to carry out inter-STB transactions (multi-room 

DVR, synchronization, etc.). FiOS is also compatible with 

CableCard technology allowing FiOS TV subscribers to receive 

encrypted and premium cable channels on CableCard 

capable devices 

7-20-14 Mandy Miles and the Attorney Generals immediate 

appeal to "Dead Women..." to make Mandy Miles "Question" 

MD's 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat for "Polygamous Marriage" that 

will get "Big Brother" into Publix + Whole Foods (When Key 

West Gets One) testing for HIV which goes on every day in Key 

West but not with Publix + Whole Food grocery shoppers every 

time they go shopping they get tested by 4 MD Wives Coup 

D'Etat for HIV, Hepatitis, STD, HPV, Herpes, and a full body 

MRI by walking through a scanner that looks just like the 

one Homeland Security has at the Airport... 

From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/index.html> 
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